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LET’S GET MOVING!
DANCING AND OBSTACLE COURSE!!

We had some high heat index days that kept us indoors in the afternoons but we kept on moving by dancing and working through an obstacle course. Limbo was a favorite!
We tried this activity 2 ways – outside on the blacktop with tape and chalk and then we moved it inside and used cardboard, tape and paint. It was fun both ways!!
WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH A BOX??

When you are here at Summer Adventures you can make a bottle cap hockey game or some shelves for your room at home!
FUN BUILDING ACTIVITIES

The kids are always coming up with creative ways to build. Mason and Miss Shirley made a ramp for the golf balls using the magna-tiles and Reza was working to build using all the cups before his structure collapsed!
WATERPLAY THURSDAY!!

With the hot weather Waterplay Thursdays are one of our favorite days! This week we had a cup relay, freeze dancing in the sprinkler and of course a water balloon toss.
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Please remember to send your child in to the center each day with a first layer of sunscreen. We will add more as the day goes on to make sure every one stays sun safe.